
Silver Lak� Rame� Men�
Silver Lake & Echo Park, 2927 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, United States

(+1)3236608100 - https://silverlakeramen.com

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Silver Lake Ramen from Los Angeles. Currently, there are 15
menus and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Sarah Alexander likes about Silver Lake Ramen:
OMG their spicy creamy broth and their garlic truffle broth were just INCREDIBLE. You have to eat it to believe it!
They have a Yelp waitlist that really helps plan your visit (there’s usually a waiting time of 2 hours) The Karaage
was also really good. The portions are huge so if you really thinking about maybe you can share one and add
extra meat the pork slices were just melt in your mouth awesome else you can jus... read more. What Vernie

McGlynn doesn't like about Silver Lake Ramen:
the noodles at silverlake ramen contain eier per their Allergen information sheet on their website. so they don't

have a vegan Rarmen option. here is the link to your Allergen information sheet: https
silverlakeramen.com/SLR_ALLERGEN INFORMATION_VER_2021.pdf updated by previous review on 2022-01-

25 read more. With a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, the Silver Lake Ramen from Los
Angeles prepares healthy, delicious Japanese dishes, On the daily specials there are also several Asian

dishes. The fine Sushi such as Nigiri and Inside-Out however, is the undisputed highlight of this establishment,
The creative fusion of different dishes with fresh and occasionally daring products is highly valued by the visitors

- a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30-23:00
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Wednesday 11:30-23:00
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